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Abstract: Vitality is one of the serious issues that the world is looking in India, the supply of 
vitality has been one of the serious issues for both urban and country families. About 60% to 
70% of the vitality request of the nation is met by fuelwood and agribusiness build-ups. 
Sunlight based vitality is a sustainable wellspring of vitality, which has an incredible 
potential and it is emanated by the sun. Sustainable power source is critical to supplant the 
utilizing of electric vitality produced by oil. Sun powered power has turned into a wellspring 
of sustainable power source also, sun oriented vitality application ought to be upgraded. The 
sun oriented PV modules are commonly utilized in dusty conditions which are the case 
tropical nations like India. The residue gets gathered on the front surface of the module and 
obstructs the episode light from the sun. It diminishes the power age limit of the module. The 
power yield decreases as much as by half if the module isn't cleaned for a month. The 
cleaning framework has been planned cleans the module by controlling the Arduino 
programming. To expel the residue in the PV modules to improving the power effectiveness. 

Introduction 

The sun produces vitality at a very enormous rate henceforth there is plentiful accessibility of 
sun based vitality in the nature. On the off chance that all sunlight based vitality could be 
changed over into usable structures, it would be all the more enough to supply the world's 
vitality request[1]–[4]. Be that as it may, this isn't conceivable as a result of conditions in the 
air, for example, impact of mists, residue and temperature. Sun oriented vitality can be 
changed over to increasingly usable vitality shapes through sun based board. There is 
uncommon enthusiasm for sustainable power source, especially sunlight based vitality, which 
gives power without offering ascend to any carbon dioxide emanation. Of the numerous 
options, photovoltaic technique for separating power from sunlight based vitality have been 
considered has promising toward gathering the consistently expanding interest for vitality. 
The proficiency of sun based board is constrained due normal conditions so it is especially 
fundamental to deal with parameters like residue, dampness and temperature. In such manner 
the work has been taken up to examination the proficiency of sunlight based board with and 
without residue gathered on it. The created venture incorporates plan and to usage of 
microcontroller based residue cleaning framework. The primary point of the task is give 
programmed residue cleaning instrument to sun oriented board. Generally cleaning 
framework was done physically. The manual cleaning has burdens like danger of staff 
mishaps and harm of the boards, development troubles, and poor upkeep and so on. The 
programmed residue cleaning arrangement of sunlight based boards has taken to conquer the 
troubles emerge in the conventional cleaning and furthermore delivers a viable, non-grating 
cleaning and keeps away from the inconsistencies in the profitability because of the statement 
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of residue [5]–[10]. The examinations did to assess the proficiency of sun oriented board for 
residue gathered on it for one day, multi week and a month. The effectiveness of sun powered 
board additionally determined in the wake of cleaning the surface for at some point, multi 
week and a month. Lastly looking at both the efficiencies it is demonstrated that sun oriented 
board proficiency increments extensively. Hence the created model improves the sun oriented 
board execution. Different wellspring of 
vitality like coal, gas, hydro, atomic, 
sustainable, diesel and their some of them will 
be depleted inside couple of years. 

Methodology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As per the components of the level plate board the sun based board cleaning framework 
comprises of brush driven by DC engines and activities of brushes is constrained by sign 
created by Arduino. The casing conveying this cleaning brush is moved along the length of 
the sun oriented board vertical way of 11ft and the other way around, which results in wiping 
activity on the sun oriented board cleaning the boards. This edge is additionally comprises of 
DC engines which will delivered the rotational movement which is changed over into straight 
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movement through rack framework. This activity is likewise constrained by sign created by 
Arduino[11], [12]. The moving of edge starting with one sun powered board exhibit then onto 
the next sun based board cluster is additionally completed utilizing apparatus engines. The 
casing is moved level way of 9ft cleaning 3 sets of sun based board exhibits. Such a lot of 
cleaning activities will expend a period of 300sec for wiping activity for the two 
developments of cleaning framework even way and vertical headings. When one exhibit of 
the sunlight based board is cleaned, it moves to another cluster and thus the cleaning 
procedure gets rehashes[13]–[15]. 

Conclusion 

Cost of generation is low. No compelling reason to buy overwhelming apparatus. Reduces 
danger to human life. Manual help isn't required. Working standard is calm simple. Portable. 
Autonomous self-cleaning component that can be joined to sun oriented boards and worked 
without human activity. It is anything but difficult to build, minimal effort and low upkeep. 
Rolling brush which comprises of electrostatic fabric would need to change. Needs to be 
scaled for a bigger task (ex: increment in the torque of the engine) System isn't fueled by 
photovoltaic cells rather it devours electric power for its vital activities which prompts extra 
cost for power. Ineffective for sticky residue and can't perfect the residue at the corners. The 
sticky residue should be expels utilizing hard brush or through wiping activity. 
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